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In today's world, there is almost no part of nature that the human hand does not touch, if it does not 

damage it, it does not harm. It is one of the few places in the Thrace region where the unfavorable 

human effect is at the lowest level, protecting the naturalness and virginity. 

 

With these characteristics, NATURAL TOURISM (ECO TOURISM) has very favorable conditions. 

EKO TOURISM; Without harming the environment, it is necessary to develop ways of exploiting it and 

to ensure that all indigenous peoples enjoy their tourism activities without destroying their culture. 

-Technically speaking, 

-Economically efficient, 

- Responsible for the social side, 

- ecologically sensitive and protective, 

It is a long-term tourist type. 



Planning to utilize natural resources; The unconscious consumption of nature and the destruction of 

natural resources. The countries that plan to use natural resources can look to the future with more 

hope. 

In this frame, the irrational Mountain Chalice, which is an important part of our city and lies within 

the boundaries of our province; It has a unique position within the generation that it has with its 

different ecosystems and rich biodiversity. 

The İğneada Longoz Forests National Park and its surroundings, which are located in the intrepid 

mountain range, seem to be very natural for the local people and are found everywhere, but such 

places never existed in Europe. It is a rare place in our country. 

İğneada Longoz Forests National Park is 3155 hectares. 

-Swamp, 

-Subasar Forest, 

- Salty and sweet water lakes and 

- It is made up of sand dunes. 

The alluviums accumulated by the mountains reaching the Black Sea from the Yıldız Mountains form 

LONGOZ. Erikli on the north of İğneada and Mert Lake on the south. The sand dunes of 50-60 meters 

range extend to the southern Saka Lake. The length of the fishes is 10 Km. Dunes; It separates fresh 

water ecosystems such as swamps, lakes and lagoons from the sea. 

There are 5 lakes in the National Park area. 

1-Erikli Lake (It is disconnected from the sea in summer with being a lagoon.) 

2-Mert Lake (where the Çavusdere stream reaches the sea) 

3-Lake Saka (South of the park, separated from the sea by sand dunes.) 

4-Lake Pedine (1-2 km inside) 

5-Hamam Lake (1-2 kms inside) 

National Park area 

B C ENTREPRESENT; 

- in wet areas; Ash and Kizilagac, 

- In arid areas; Oak types are common. 

-Others are also rich in herbivorous plants. 

ANIMALS; 



Yaba Cat, Wild Boar, Wild Rabbit, Rural Rabbit, Roe, Tree Weapon, Wolf, Badger, Fox, Poppy, Water 

Samurai, Variegated Skunk, Big Headed Bat. 

SHOULDER; White-tailed Eagle, Green Woodpecker, Small-Forest Cartoon, Owl, Ivibik, Black Stork, 

Hippo, Gray Heron, Black Woodpecker. 

FISHES ; In winter; Anchovy, shield; Horse mackerel, whiting, tongue. 

REPTILES ; Thorny Semender, Trakya Toshibagası, Vigorous Snake, Corrugated Lizard, Snapper Water 

Snake. 

ACTIVITIES THAT CAN BE PERFORMED; 

-Photography, 

- Bird Watching, 

-Eko Tourism (Nature Tourism) 

- Cumulus, lagoon, longevity forest, seasonal swamp, meadow, peat, picnic. 

LONGOZ; Is a special ecosystem formed by the accumulation of the sands brought by the streams 

flowing towards the sea and forming a set on the shore and accumulating the ending stream that 

closes the stream mouth. 

Ash trees such as alder, lake bulbs, herbaceous plants like water violet, black storks, birds such as 

herons prefer this habitat. The highest point of the intrepid Mountain range is 1031 m. With Ridge 

Mountain 'it is. This mountain range contains DUPNİSA CAKARASI. 

DUPNİSA CAĞARASI; He is 180 million years old. 2720 m. Length. There are 3 doors. 

Door 1: Dupnisa Dolin (depth of more than 400 m.) 

2nd door: Dry Cave 

Door 3: Girl Cave 

There are around 33 000 bats in 16 species in the cave. 


